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Coconut Shell Charcoal Adsorption to Remove Methyl Orange in Aqueous Solutions

Isabel Cristina Páez-Pumar Romer, Isabella Victoria Plazola Santana, Rosa María Rodríguez Bengoechea and Miguel Manuel Pérez Hernández

Abstract

Activated charcoal was prepared and characterized from residues of coconut peel (CACC) to remove by adsorption the Methyl Orange (AM) dye in aqueous solution. The charcoal was activated with phosphoric acid. The morphology and structure of the pores of the carbon obtained were analyzed by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and a surface analyzer. The adsorption data were evaluated by the BET, Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms, finding the Langmuir type I model. The surface area of the activated carbon was 526 m$^2$/g with a pore volume of 0.234 cm$^3$/g and an average pore diameter of 1.78 nm, according to BET, which indicates the presence of micropores. The calculated thermodynamic parameters showed that the adsorption of the AM dye in CACC is a spontaneous process at room temperature and that physisorption and chemisorption are probably involved. The adsorption tests were followed by UV–visible spectrophotometry. The effects of the adsorbate concentration (AM) and the heat treatment (450–500°C) with an air atmosphere were investigated, keeping constant the stirring time and the H$_3$PO$_4$/sample weight ratio. The results obtained indicate that the activated carbon obtained could be used as an alternative low-cost adsorbent in the removal of AM from effluents in aqueous solution.
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1. Introduction

With economic and technological development, water pollution is a common problem around the world, particularly in the textile, printing paper, pharmaceutical, food manufacturing industry, and in research laboratories [1–3]. Activated charcoal
(AC) shows great capacity as adsorbent in water purification or industrial effluent treatment due to its high pore volume, large specific surface area, high degree of surface reactivity, and effective adsorption quality [4–6]. This adsorption method allows the removal of up to 90% of pollutants; however, the process efficiency will depend on the physicochemical properties of the adsorbent and adsorbate [7]. Additionally, the high-cost and commercially available nonrenewable source of AC limits its use as an adsorbent in developing countries [8]. In recent years, the production of AC from cheap and renewable precursors (recyclable material), such as walnut shells, fruit seeds, pineapple, bagasse, bamboo, rice husk, cotton stems, eggshell, has been studied [9–12]. Coconut shell is a potential precursor for AC production due to its excellent natural structure and low ash content.

Converting coconut shells to activated charcoal would add value to these agricultural products, help reduce the cost of waste disposal, and provide a potentially inexpensive alternative to existing commercial charcoals [13]. The charcoal obtained from this recycling material could function as a good colorant remover in the water purification process, through adsorption processes, as proposed in this work. It is chosen to work with methyl orange (MO) as adsorbent because it is one of the anionic dyes most used in textile industries, [14, 15]; thus, for the purposes of this research, it is considered representative. The adsorption process consists mainly of two stages: first, the passage of the adsorbate through the porous network (diffusion) and the second, the interactions between the adsorbate and the adsorbent. This last step constitutes an important factor considering that some pharmaceutical compounds and organic dyes have diffusive limitations due to their large molecular size [16, 17].

For the preparation of activated charcoal, there are two methods that are mainly used: physical activation (heat treatment, at temperatures that can vary between 400 and 650°C) and chemical activation. In chemical activation, prior heat treatment, the precursor is reacted with an activating chemical agent. Acids, alkalis, and salts in solid state or solution are often used as chemical activating agents. These activating agents promote dehydration and then structural rearrangement at relatively low temperatures [18, 19].

Although porosity is the main characteristic related to the adsorption capacity of activated charcoal (this property will not be determined from a quantitative point of view in this work), the surface chemical composition also plays an important role in said adsorption when specific physical and/or chemical interactions are considered because it determines the moisture content, the catalytic properties, their acidic or basic character, and adsorption of polar species [20, 21].

The main objective of this research is to synthesize and evaluate the charcoal adsorptive capacity that is obtained from the recycling material and verify its adsorption capacity through the removal of methyl orange dye (MO) in aqueous solutions. The operation effects such as the initial concentration of MO were studied, a single type of activating agent was maintained (phosphoric acid), the same average particle size of charcoal was used, the temperature and activation time were a constant [19], the same charcoal/activator ratio and the same initial pH were preserved.

2. Material and methods

2.1 Raw material treatment

The coconut, *Cocos nucifera* L., is a perennial tropical crop, which involves more than 4000 agricultural producers in Venezuela, and in recent years, the coconut
production has ranged between 130,000 and 178,000 tons [22]. From the coconut that is formed by the shell or husk (endocarp), water, or copra (flesh), the endocarp represents about 30% weight [22].

The coconut shells constitute a recycling material, which are collected from different places located in Chacao municipality, Caracas, Venezuela. Initially, these shells were subjected to a conditioning process, in order to remove the pulp remains that were adhered to the shell and separate the endocarp from the rest of the coconut. Afterward, they were crushed to reduce their size to smaller particles suitable for sample carbonization. Later, they were sieved up to a size of 2–4 mm to obtain uniform samples. Finally, they were stored in a desiccator.

2.2 Preparation and chemical activation of charcoal samples

The samples were prepared by a chemical activation in two steps. In the first step, after the coconut shells were sieved, they were carbonized in a ceramic crucible in air atmosphere, at atmospheric pressure, up to temperatures of 450°C and 500°C (heat treatment), respectively. According to previous research [23], initially, the samples were placed in the horizontal muffle (brand Felisa FE-340) at 300°C. Fifteen minutes later, the temperature was increased to 50°C/15 minutes, and they were kept for 1 hour at the chosen temperatures. Then, the carbonized samples were crushed and sieved again, in order to achieve particle sizes between 150 and 250 μm. In the second step, after carbonization (heat treatment), the samples were impregnated with a solution that was prepared with distilled water at 80% v/v de H₃PO₄ (reagent grade ≥ 85% weight, Honeywell Riedel-de Haën AG), in a precipitation flask, in the ratio 1:2, g charcoal/m phosphoric acid. Then, the samples were dried in an oven at 105°C for a period of 12 hours [24]. Afterward, the sample was activated, which was introduced into the same muffle at a heating rate of 5°C/ up to the final temperature of 600°C in air atmosphere, for a period of 2 hours. The product was cooled to room temperature and washed according to the methodology described by De la Hoz, et al. [25], to remove the phosphoric acid residues that are present in it. The washing was carried out with distilled water at a 0.1 M up to pH 7. To conclude, the samples were dried in the oven at 100°C for 24 hours to remove traces of water from the charcoal.

2.3 Studied adsorbate

Methyl Orange (MO), also called Helianthine or Acid Orange 52, is an anodic dye, which is soluble in water and is used in the textile industry as an acid–base indicator. Its commercial compound name is 4-dimethylaminoazobenzene sulfonic acid sodium salt. Its molecular formula is C₁₄H₁₄N₃NaO₃S, and its molecular weight is 327.34 g/mol. Figure 1.

Figure 1.
Developed structure of OM, source: Academic (2010) [26].
The MO is in a solid state as a yellow or orange powder or crystals, it has no odor and is soluble in water. As MO is composed of aromatic rings, it is carried out by interactions between the \( \pi \) bonds of the aromatic ring and those that are found in the charcoal surface [27]. In the basic form of MO, the hydrogen ion is lost from the bridge \(-N=N-\) between the rings, and the electrons used to bind the hydrogen neutralize the positive charge on the terminal nitrogen, so that it is no longer able to form the bond \( \pi \) [28] (Figure 2). The color of MO solutions is yellow in alkaline medium.

Figure 2.
View of the methyl orange molecule with the presence of Van der Waals forces. [HHH], edited with ACD/3D viewer 2019.2.0 (file version D05E41, build 108,653, Apr 25, 2019).

This azo-derived chemical compound with weak acid characteristics presents health risks in an aqueous medium, which is why several water treatments are practiced for its removal, such as degradation under irradiation or electrocoagulation [29].

D. A. Kron et al. demonstrated that Methyl Red (sodium salt) has dimensions of 1.61 nm length and 0.88 nm width [30]. Because the MO has a similar structure to methyl red, it is reasonable to expect that MO dimensions to be similar to methyl red. Methyl Orange (MO) is one of the most widely used anionic dyes in these industries, the presence of azo group (-N=N-) in its molecule, its low biodegradability, and its high solubility in water make it a serious threat for the environment [14, 15].

3. Synthetic solution preparation of methyl orange dye

Residual aqueous solutions of dye were simulated with different concentrations of MO (400, 200, 80 and 40 mg/L) [31]. The solutions were prepared with distilled water and analytical reagent grade MO (Merck).

3.1 Characterization of coconut shell charcoal

The porous structure of the coconut shell charcoal obtained was characterized by the nitrogen adsorption–desorption technique using the automatic instrument TriStar ® 3000 V2.0 from Micromeritics I. Corp., USA., at liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K). The specific surface area (SBET) of activated charcoal was calculated by using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) equation, assuming that the area of nitrogen molecule is 0.162 nm². The total pore volume was estimated as the liquid volume of adsorbate adsorbed (N₂), at a relative pressure (P/Po) of 0.99 (Table 1).
The micropore volume and the microporous surface area were determined by the t-Plot method [32]. The external surface area (which is the surface covered by mesopores and macropores) was calculated by the difference of the BET surface area, and the microporous surface was calculated from the t-Plot graph. The t-Plot method that was designed by De Boer et al. and Sing and referenced by Coasne et al. [33], is a well-known technique that allows determining the micro- and/or mesoporous volumes and the specific surface area of a sample, in comparison with a reference adsorption isotherm of a nonporous material that has the same surface chemistry. In order to observe the morphology of the activated charcoal that is obtained from the coconut shell, Scanning Electron Microscopy was used. For the sample preparation, the cathodic sputtering technique was used. The process was carried out under a pressure of 0.1 mbar and 20 mA for 20 minutes. (Scanning Electron Microscope, Brand JEOL®, Model JSM-6390).

### 4. Adsorption studies

The adsorption experiments were conducted in batch or discontinuous mode, mixing 25 mL of a dye solution of known concentration of 0.1 of charcoal, using the charcoals prepared at 450°C and 500°C [34]. The effect of the initial concentration of MO (400 and 200 mg/L), contact time (2 hours) [34], and temperature (25°C) was studied on the MO adsorption with stirring speed of 200 rpm and initial pH indicated in Table 2.

It is known that the pH of the solution is important in the adsorption of MO on Activated Charcoal [35–37]. The highest adsorption capacity is obtained toward acid pH, between pH 3 and pH 5. Different authors attribute this effect to the variation in the properties of the adsorbent surface and also to the ionization degree [38].

### Table 1

Texture properties that were obtained through the adsorption/desorption studies of \( N_2 \). Parameters of the charcoal obtained. (a) Adsorption, total pore volume of less than 212.7 nm in diameter of the charcoal obtained at \( P/P_0 \) 0.99; (b) adsorption, cumulative pore volume of pores between 1.7 and 300 in diameter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BET surface area</strong></td>
<td>526.47 m²/g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Micropore area, t-Plot</strong></td>
<td>463.75 m²/g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External surface area, t-Plot</strong></td>
<td>62.72 m²/g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total pore Volume (a)</strong></td>
<td>0.2341 cm³/g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adsorbed volume</strong></td>
<td>120.94 cm³/g STP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Micropore volume, t-Plot.</strong></td>
<td>0.1762 cm³/g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mesopore volume, BJH (b)</strong></td>
<td>0.03641 cm³/g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pore Volume</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average pore diameter (4 V/A, BET)</strong></td>
<td>1.7784 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average pore diameter (4 V/A, BJH)</strong></td>
<td>7.7859 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Materials characterization laboratory report, INTEVEP.
After the adsorption, the samples were filtered by gravity in a precipitation flask to obtain a charcoal-free solution. The resulting liquid was centrifuged for 15 minutes at a stirring speed of 2400 rpm using a tabletop centrifuge (Gemmy Industrial Corp. ® Modelo PLC-05, Taiwan), in order to separate the residual charcoal particles. Finally, the supernatant that was contained in the centrifuge tube was sucked out. The supernatant was analyzed by a calorimeter method using a UV–visible spectrophotometer, brand Fisher ® 4001/4, Thermo Scientific, Genesys 20, U.S.A, at a wavelength of 520 nm [39–41].

MO concentrations in aqueous solution were determined by using the data of the calibration curve, concentration based on absorbance, by means of Eq. (1):

$$C = k \cdot \text{Abs} + b$$

(1)

Where C is the concentration of methyl orange, mg/L, \( \text{Abs} \) is the absorbance, and \( k, b \) are the constants for the adjustment. Since the spectrophotometer was calibrated with distilled water, the \( b \) term is equal to zero. The MO concentration was established by measuring the absorbance and substituting it in the equation of the calibration curve. With the calibration curve obtained and the absorbance indicated by the equipment, the final concentration of solution was calculated, and later, based on the results obtained, the optimum carbonization temperature was determined. The tests were carried out in triplicate.

The MO adsorption capacity at equilibrium, \( q_e \) (mg/g), and the removal efficiency \( Q \) (%) were obtained according to the Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively:

$$q_e = \frac{(C_0 - C_f) \cdot V}{W}$$

(2)

$$Q = \frac{(C_0 - C_f) \cdot 100}{C_0}$$

(3)

Where \( V \) (L) is the solution volume, \( W \) (g) is the adsorbent amount, \( C_0 \) (mg/L) is the initial concentration of MO, and \( C_f \) (mg/L) is the MO concentration at equilibrium.

4.1 Adsorption isotherm studies

Adsorption isotherms provide information regarding the adsorbent capacity and the nature of the sorbent-solute interaction. Additionally, the isotherm constant values are essential to predict the maximum adsorption capacity, describing the affinity and the adsorbent surface properties. To describe the adsorption process of MO on activated charcoal that was obtained from the coconut shell, three traditional adsorption isotherms are used at 298 K: the Langmuir model [42], Freundlich model [43], and Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) model [44].
4.2 Langmuir isotherm

The Langmuir Adsorption Isotherm is obtained once the adsorption is restricted by the formation of the monolayer when the adsorbate covers the adsorbent, it covers the monolayer and the process stops [45]. It is based on the hypothesis that states "all active adsorption centers are equivalent and the ability of a molecule to bind to the surface is independent whether or not there are nearby positions occupied" [46].

The linear representation of the Langmuir isotherm is represented by the Eq. (4):

\[ \frac{C_e}{q_e} = \frac{1}{q_m K_L} + \frac{C_e}{q_m} \]  

Where: \( q_m \) represents the maximum absorbent amount of monolayer (mg/g), \( K_L \) is the constant of Langmuir adsorption (L/mg) and is related to the free energy adsorption and temperature function. \( C_o \) is the concentration of the solution at equilibrium; \( q_e \) is the amount of adsorbate adsorbed at equilibrium per unit mass of the adsorbent (mg/g).

The essential characteristics of Langmuir isotherm can be expressed in terms of the equilibrium or separation parameter, called \( R_L \) factor, which is a dimensionless constant, Eq. (5) [47, 48]:

\[ R_L = \frac{1}{1 + K_L C_o} \]  

The \( R_L \) value indicates that the nature of adsorption is unfavorable (\( R_L > 1 \)), linear (\( R_L = 1 \)), favorable (\( 0 < R_L < 1 \)), or irreversible (\( R_L = 0 \)). On the other hand, depending on the type of associated isotherm to Langmuir, the porosity characteristics associated with the material can be inferred [49].

4.3 Freundlich isotherm

The Freundlich adsorption isotherm model is an empirical equation that expressed the heterogeneity of the adsorbent material and multilayer coverage of adsorbate, its linear equation is represented by the Eq. (6)

\[ \ln q_e = \ln K_F + \frac{1}{n} \ln C_e \]  

Where \( K_F \) is the Freundlich constant (mg/g) and is related to the adsorption capacity (bond strength), \( n \) is a parameter that measures the intensity of adsorption bond between the adsorbate and adsorbent.

4.4 Brunauer, Emmett Teller isotherm

The Brunauer, Emmett Teller (BET) isotherm model is an extension of the Langmuir model to the multilayer adsorption. It is not limited to the formation of monolayer, but the adsorption process is carried out until adsorbent surface is fully covered by a multimolecular or multilayer, which can be applied to both flat and convex surfaces [45]. The BET isotherm considers more real conditions and works under fewer assumptions, unlike Langmuir, which is why it is more successful to handle BET isotherm when it is required to reduce the surface area.
Its linearized form that allows direct graphic representation from the experimental data of the adsorption isotherm is presented in Eq. 7.

\[
\frac{P}{V(P_0 - P)} = \frac{1}{V_mK} + \frac{K}{V_mR} + \frac{P}{P_0}
\]  

(7)

Where \( P \) is the pressure after the adsorption process; \( P_0 \), the liquefaction of gas pressure; \( V \) is the volume adsorbed per gram of adsorbent; \( V_m \), is the volume associated with the monolayer formation; \( K \) is a constant that depends on the temperature but does not depend on the surface coating [49].

To calculate the adsorbent surface area, the following equation was used:

\[
A = \frac{V_m}{22400N\sigma} \times 10^{-20}
\]  

(8)

Where: \( A \) is the adsorbent surface area (m\(^2\)/g), \( V_m \) is expressed in cm\(^3\)/g adsorbent, 22,400 is the molar volume in STP, \( N = \) Avogadro’s Number, \( \sigma = \) adsorbate molecular area, in this case N\(_2\) normally in Angstrom\(^2\) [45].

**4.5 Thermodynamics of adsorption**

The results of thermodynamic studies are useful to understand the viability of the adsorption process to obtain useful information regarding fundamental thermodynamic parameters of adsorption that are, such as the standard free energy change (\( \Delta G^o \)). If the adsorption isotherms that were experimentally obtained are adequately described by the Langmuir’s equation, then the thermodynamic parameters can be calculated by the Eqs. (9) and (10):

\[
K = K_L \gamma
\]  

(9)

\[
\Delta G^o = -RT\ln K
\]  

(10)

Where \( K \) is the dimensionless constant, \( K_L \) is the adsorption constant expressed in L/mol, \( \gamma \) is the amount of solvent in 1 kg of its weight (for water \( \gamma = 55.5 \) mol/L, water density 1 kg/L) [50, 51], \( R \) is the universal gas constant (8.31434 J/mol.K), and \( T \) is the absolute temperature.

**5. Results and discussion**

**5.1 Optimal carbonization temperature**

The charcoal obtained from the first carbonization at 450°C and 500°C, without being chemically activated, was subjected to adsorption tests with methyl orange solutions (200 mg/L and 400 mg/L), in order to determine which of these samples adsorbed more colorant. Figure 3 shows that there is a higher percentage of MO adsorbed at 450°C rather than at 500°C. This difference in adsorption percentages between the charcoal obtained at 450°C and 500°C may be because the latter has a higher percentage of ash, which can interfere with the adsorption of the colorant, considering that these ashes are impurities that harm the adsorption process.
5.2 Screening

Particles in the range of 150–250 μm [52] were selected for activation while using a standard analytical screen of frame and mesh. It was decided to sieve the particles obtained, in order to get a more homogeneous charcoal and that the difference in size between particles would not interfere with the adsorption process [34].

5.3 Comparison of charcoal obtained before and after activation

Activated charcoal with heat and chemical treatment showed a higher adsorption capacity with MO when compared with charcoal before the chemical activation process (only with heat treatment.) For the MO solutions of 200 and 400 mg/L, the adsorption increase was 140.6% and 51.3%, respectively, which indicates the effect of chemical activation with phosphoric acid in the adsorption process, see Table 3. This can also be compared with the work carried out by Carriazo et al. [53], where similar results are obtained.

It is observed an adsorption percentage increase which is possible because the chemical activation improved the surface area due to increased porosity [54]. Acid (phosphoric acid) impregnation oxidizes the charcoal’s porous surface by increasing the hydrophilic locations on the surface [55]. Liquid-phase oxidations especially increase the concentration of carboxylic acids on the charcoal surface [56]. However, this is not evaluated in the present work, since the objective is to establish the adsorptive capacity of a material that is generated from a recycling product, which is why the presence of functional groups is not quantified, but it could be inferred about it, as it is indicated in the investigation carried out by Van Der Kamp et al. [57] and Bernal et al. [58]. By chemically activating the charcoal, the attraction between the adsorbent and the adsorbate increases, new bonds are formed between them, and it can be due to intermolecular forces. This type of initial physical adsorption occurs by weak forces and, generally, nonspecific forces, such as Van der Waals and the London dispersion forces [59–61]. On the other hand, the electrostatic interactions are common in the adsorption of activated charcoal due to the charges that are present when the acids or weak bases are ionized in an aqueous environment. Likewise, the presence of
The shape of the isotherm adjusts to the Langmuir isotherm type one where a rapid increase in adsorption is observed while the pressure increases and stops when it reaches a limit value. This occurs because in this type of isotherm, the adsorption is restricted by the formation of the monolayer. This type of isotherm is present mostly in chemisorption processes [45]. In Figure 5, the monolayer formation is represented where the amount adsorbed increases with the MO concentration until it reaches a limit value, corresponding to the coating of a surface by a monolayer. First, there must be an adsorption–desorption equilibrium process, typical of physical adsorption. Once the monolayer formation is reached, comes the chemisorption process, which is predicted by this isotherm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ce/qe, g/L</th>
<th>qe, mg/g</th>
<th>Co (mg/L)</th>
<th>Ce (mg/L)</th>
<th>Q (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>95.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>14.91</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>20.38</td>
<td>74.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.64</td>
<td>17.19</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>131.25</td>
<td>34.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.74</td>
<td>22.54</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>309.83</td>
<td>22.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. MO adsorption on activated charcoal; Co (initial concentration, mg/L), qe (adsorption capacity, mg/g), Q (removal efficiency), V (volume of MO solution, L).
The monolayer formation is reached when the adsorbed mass gets closer to 22.78 mg. A horizontal asymptote is observed when the moles adsorbed per gram of charcoal between the number of adsorption positions that are available on the surface approximate to 1. This type of isotherm is associated with microporous materials [62].

The constant values of the adsorption isotherms are shown in Table 5. The applicability of the isotherm equations is compared based on the coefficients of correlation $R^2$. The coefficient $R^2$ was lower in Freundlich rather than in Langmuir, which indicates that the MO adsorption in the charcoal activated adsorbent of the coconut shell results from adsorption in the monolayer.

The equilibrium parameter or separation called $R_L$ factor obtained for the different initial concentrations of MO is shown in Table 6. The $R_L$ value ($0 < R_L < 1$) indicates that the adsorption nature is favorable.
5.5 BET isotherm, pore characteristics, and surface area

The graph obtained for the adsorption–desorption process for the nitrogen on activated charcoal from the coconut endocarp, applying the BET isotherm model, is shown below (Figure 6). On the other hand, the values obtained for the BET isotherm with the activated charcoal were plotted, in order to evaluate its surface area, obtaining the graph shown below (Figure 7).

The surface area of the activated charcoal was measured by using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) model. The surface area according to BET is determined by applying the Eq. (8), and the value obtained of the specific surface area is 526 m²/g. This value coincides with the values reported by [63] similar adsorbents.

Table 1 shows the results obtained for the surface area and pore volume using the BET model.

The total pore volume is estimated from the amount of nitrogen adsorbed at the highest relative pressure and the micropore volume is calculated from the nitrogen adsorption isotherm using the Dubinin-Radushkevich Equation [64].

### Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Co (MO) (mg/L)</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.98225</td>
<td>0.98225</td>
<td>0.98225</td>
<td>0.98225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qm (mg/g)</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>22.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL (L/mg)</td>
<td>0.0679</td>
<td>0.0679</td>
<td>0.0679</td>
<td>0.0679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KF (mg/g)</td>
<td>8.99</td>
<td>8.99</td>
<td>8.99</td>
<td>8.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>0.1514</td>
<td>0.1514</td>
<td>0.1514</td>
<td>0.1514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.9653</td>
<td>0.9653</td>
<td>0.9653</td>
<td>0.9653</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R&lt;sub&gt;L&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>0.2692</th>
<th>0.1555</th>
<th>0.0686</th>
<th>0.0355</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

R<sub>L</sub> factor (dimensionless) obtained for different initial concentrations of MO (mg/L).
The method used to determine the distribution of the pore size was the one from BJH \cite{65}, which was applied to the nitrogen adsorption data that was measured at 77 K in mesoporous materials. The results obtained match the ones reported by BJH (Barret-Joyner-Halenda), which estimate that the pore volume corresponds to a cylindrical pore volume (Figure 8) \cite{65}.

5.6 Thermodynamics of adsorption

The data that were obtained experimentally from the batch adsorption studies were analyzed using thermodynamic equations expressed before. Table 7 shows the thermodynamic adsorption values.
The negative values of $\Delta G^o$ at the studied temperature indicate the spontaneity of adsorption process, which reflects the affinity of the charcoal obtained toward the anionic dyes [66, 67]. The determined value is $\Delta G^o_{ads} = -34.8$ kJ/mol, which is in the range from $-20$ kJ/mol to $-40$ kJ/mol. This probably indicates that physisorption and chemisorption are involved in this process [68]. It was taken into account another author for the calculation of $K_L$ [69], where the ratio of the areas that the solvent and colorant occupy on the surface of the adsorbent is used, the value of $\Delta G^o_{ads} = -30.3$ kJ/mol.

5.7 Effect of MO initial concentration on adsorption

The effect of MO initial concentration on adsorption by activated charcoal is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that the equilibrium adsorption capacity increased almost linearly when the concentration of MO solution increased from 80 to 400 mg/l. This phenomenon can be explained in terms of interactions between the MO anionic molecule and the adsorbent. In this case, the amount of adsorbent is kept constant. When the MO amount per unit volume of solution increases, the ratio of the amount of MO ions in relation to the available adsorption site, at first, also increases and more MO ions in solution can be adsorbed by the activated charcoal. The observed behavior coincides with what was reported by [70].

The dissociation equilibrium of methyl orange is shown in Figure 1.

5.8 Morphology. Microstructure evolution of activated charcoal from the coconut shell

From the Figures 10–12, the morphology transformation of the coconut endocarp can be visualized. Figure 10 shows the coconut endocarp without heat treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$K_L$ (L/mol)</th>
<th>$\Delta G^o$ (kJ/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22,215</td>
<td>-34.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Thermodynamic values of MO adsorption on activated charcoal obtained from the coconut endocarp at 25°C.
Figure 11 shows the effect of carbonization on the coconut endocarp, and in Figure 12, the activated charcoal can be seen, which is the result from the chemical activation.

In Figure 10, the coconut endocarp without heat treatment, at different magnifications, is shown. An irregular morphology composed by fibers, fissures, and cavities is detected, which also indicates the potential of this material to generate activated charcoal, as referred by different authors [71–73]. Katesa et al. [74] concluded in their work that the porous properties of activated charcoal, including the surface area and pore volume, decreased while the carbonization temperature was increased. The lowest carbonization temperature at 250°C produced the activated charcoal with the highest porous properties for the activation temperature at 850°C and 60 and 120 minutes of activation time.

The higher magnification photomicrograph (Figure 10d) shows cavities of circular nature.

After carbonization (heat treatment,) an irregular external surface with cracks and non-spherical cavities around 0.1 μm is observed (Figure 11). As reported in the literature [71–74], the morphology obtained after heat treatment seems to be a result of the loss of moisture and volatile material that leaves the precursor structure; hence, leaving irregular cavities and transforming the structure of the coconut endocarp.

The activated charcoal shows great porosity where particles from 150 to 250 μm are heterogeneous, as well as their pores have different shapes and sizes, which favor the adsorption process, and it is in these pores where the adsorbate particles are housed, Figure 12.
Representative images of the activated charcoal sample were selected in which can be observed the diversity in the size of the pore structure. **Figure 12c** shows pores of different sizes, **Figure 12d** shows smaller pore approaching 1000 nm.

Once the material was chemically activated (**Figure 12**), irregular particles, from 150 to 250 μm, and the development of great porosity were observed. This result confirms what is described in the literature [71–73], where it is mentioned that activating agents react with the carbonaceous chain to generate new pores or enlarge existing pores. Another possibility of the development of pores in activated charcoal is the occurrence of thermal stress in the structure of the precursor material that would lead to the formation of different cavities and fissures in the final product. Specifically, in the present study, phosphoric acid was used as an activating agent and expansion of the existing pores in the coconut endocarp was detected, as well as the formation of new macro pores, mesopores, and micropores. In **Figure 12c**, macropores of different sizes are seen and in **Figure 12d**, macropores of around 1000 nm can be detailed.

The literature [71, 72] refers to the enormous effort in identifying precise methods and procedures to characterize activated charcoals and, specifically, its pore structure. Indirect techniques make it possible to correlate adsorption measurements with mathematical models and use this information to infer about the porous structure of activated charcoal. In this regard, the BET results of the present study show the presence of micropores with an average pore diameter around 1.7784 nm. On the other hand, the current computerized image analysis allows the conversion from 2D SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) to 3D. They open a window to improve the studies of porosity development and characterization of activated charcoal [75, 76], which is out of scope of the present study.
It was also possible to determine through the EDS analysis (Figure 13 and Table 8) that the charcoal obtained has the presence of charcoal, oxygen, and potassium. Although, part of these elements come from the coconut material, the oxygen present is the result of the carbonization and activation of the sample in the presence of air, and potassium is present in the endocarp, pulp, and water of the coconut [77].

Figure 12.
Activated charcoal from the coconut endocarp with a magnification of: a) 35, b) 200, c) 2000, and d) 10,000 times its size.

Figure 13.
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) of activated charcoal from coconut shell. Source: Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, adapted to SEM.
6. Conclusions

This study revealed the potential of the coconut endocarp as a good precursor for the preparation of activated charcoal. The porous structure developed with a surface area, a total pore volume, and an average pore diameter, according to BET, of 526 m$^2$/g, 0.2341 cm$^3$/g, and 1.7784 nm, respectively, improves the adsorption process and indicates the presence of micropores. The equilibrium studies showed that the isotherm Langmuir model matches the adsorption data, meaning that the MO colorant adsorption forms a monolayer on the CACC. The adsorption capacity at equilibrium increased almost linearly when the concentration of MO solution increased from 80 to 400 mg/L. The equilibrium parameter $R_L$ obtained for the different initial concentrations of MO, indicates that the nature of adsorption is favorable. The thermodynamic parameters, that is, the negative values of Gibbs energy at the studied temperature, indicate, on one hand, the spontaneity of the adsorption process, reflecting the affinity of the charcoal obtained toward the anionic dyes, and on the other hand, that in the process are probably involved the physisorption and chemisorption. The SEM morphology analysis of CACC showed the presence of macropores and mesopores, which are characteristic of the activated charcoal. The results indicate that the activated charcoal obtained could be used as an alternative low-cost adsorbent in the MO removal from effluents in aqueous solutions.
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